DEKRA Lift Explorer

LIFT Check
Quick Start Guide
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What is LIFT Check?
LIFT Check is a simple solution to get a detailed assessment of the condition of your
elevator via app, regardless of the elevator type.

Download the LIFT Check App
Search in the App store for “lift check” or use the following links:
§

Google Play Store (Android):
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dekra.digital.liftcheck

§

Apple App Store (iOS):
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/dekra-lift-check/id1572280427

What are the requirements for using the app?
§

A smartphone with good sensors. Models from 2018 are usually well suited
for this.

§

Compatibility: at least Android version 9.x or iOS version 13.x

§

~ 50 MB storage space (app) and approx. 3 to 20 MB per report created

§

Optional: set up mail client (for Apple it must be "Apple Mail")

How does LIFT Check work?
A measurement is carried out within one elevator trip using the LIFT Check app on a
mobile device. Among other things, the following are measured:
§

Vibrationen

§

Noises

§

Speeds

§

Run of the rails

A meaningful report on the driving comfort measurement based on ISO 18738 is
available within a few minutes. The report includes, among other things, the
assessment of ride comfort, bumps, the quality of the rail guidance, and the conveying
capacity, including a description of the potential for improvement.
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How is the LIFT Check app structured?
Registration and login
1. Initial registration with the company token, which is sent by email. If there is
no token, please contact liftcheck@dekra.digital
§

The token can be passed on within the company.

2. User registration stating their name, email address, password and company
(selection from the list)
§ Important: the registration must be approved and activated.
Measurements can then be carried out.
3. Any further login to the app is done by entering an email and password.
§

If the password has been forgotten, it can be reset with the "Forgot
Password Function" in the app. Alternatively, please get in touch with
liftcheck@dekra.digital

Start A New Measurement
1. Place the smartphone on the floor in the middle, approx. 40 cm from the cabin
door. Front camera in the direction of the door and cabin ceiling.
door
~40 cm
~16 Inches
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2. Start measurement
3. Avoid unnecessary noises and movements while recording inside the booth.
4. Start the elevator travel two to ten seconds after the start of the
measurement.
§ Optimal results by going up and then down again.
§

Example trip: Floor 0 to 6 and 6 to 0 within one measurement

5. End the measurement only after the door has been fully opened
§

Finished measurements are saved automatically

6. Complete the elevator information (including manufacturer, serial number,
photos)
7. The raw measurement data must be sent for report evaluation via the send
button or the letter icon by email or file upload.
§

When transmitting by email, the sender email address must match the
address given during registration. Otherwise, there is no processing of
the raw data.

8. The finished report is emailed to you within a few minutes.

Manage Measurement
Before or after the measurement, information such as the elevator manufacturer,
elevator ID or serial number and photos of the elevator concerned can be entered or
corrected subsequently.
By tapping on the respective line, the reports can be viewed in detail and sent again.
The detailed report is only available via email, not directly in the app.

Help Area
Short, visualized instructions that explain the recording of a new measurement.
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Measurement in Detail

Help Area

Frequently asked questions
1. Do I need to remove smartphone covers before a measurement?
No, standard cell phone cases do not affect the measurements and can be
used without hesitation.

For further questions please contact:
Dr. Christoph Maier
Innovating safety as…
Head of Technology
Christoph.maier@dekra.com
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